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"It is today we must create the
world of the future." - Eleanor
Roosevelt
PALM INSTITUTE
Vision
Our vision is to educate a
generation of excellent, ethical
and values-based African
leaders who are committed to
the application of knowledge
for the transformation of African
society.
Mission
Our mission is to educate a
new generation of African
leaders with integrity for
corporate, national and
continental:
Creativity
Excellence
Innovation
Service and
Sustainability
PROGRAMS
Banking Technology
and Accounting
Computerized
Accounting
Business
Administration
"Education must not simply
teach work—it must teach life."
- W.E.B. DU BOIS, American
Civil Rights Leader and Writer

MOHAMMED ASUMAH

Mohammed Asumah is 18 years old. He is from
Sampa in the Brong-Ahafo Region of Ghana.
Mohammed’s parents are traders.
Mohammed heard about Palm Institute of Strategic
Leadership from one of his high school teachers
and also from his brother who is a second-year
student at Palm Institute.

“I chose Palm Institute because of their values and
the qualities they uphold. The courses I studied
while I was in high school fall in line with what Palm
Institute is offering.”
Mohammed feels that he is encouraged to think
deeper, which will prepare him once he enters into
the work force.

“The class sessions are very practical and
informative and I see the lecturers to be very
knowledgeable in their respective fields. I feel the
kind of education being given here is different in
the sense that I am able to relate what I am being
taught to the real world”
Mohammed is studying Computerized Accounting

Palm Institute
@palm_institute

at Palm Institute. He hopes to become Manager in
the near future. He believes that with the quality
education he receives from his teachers, he will be
able to achieve his dreams. He feels he has seen a
significant improvement in his typing skills and
public speaking skills.
Mohammed has been awarded a partial scholarship
that greatly assists him and his family.
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